CHAPTER   32
CAROL  AND  CODREANU
the train travelled slowly through Rumania towards Bucharest,
a long journey, and I sat at the window, train-sick, and watched
the snowbound countryside move dawdling by. As I watched,
the clean white snow took on a faint tinge of pink, that deepened
and deepened until the land was covered with lurid red snow, and
at the back appeared a core of fire, blazing and painting the land
and the heaven crimson, a strange and arresting spectacle. It was
not sundown, because the sky was covered with clouds that were
still dropping powdery snow. Was it, I thought, a house burning?
I asked. It was oil, an oil well, or some stray deposit of oil, that
had long been burning, and they could not put it out.
Oil, I thought, as I watched. Oil, the juice that made Rumania
an important piece in the European game. The Skoda Works,
the great atsenal inherited from the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
predestined Czecho-Slovakia, in vassaldom, to become a gun-
smith's shop for the Reich, once more on conquest bound, Czech
workmen, among the best in Europe, were marked down as a
labour-reserve for Germany. Hungary, with her abundant fields,
similarly destined after the fall of Austria and Czecho-Slovakia to
pass inevitably under German domination, was to be the granary
and poultry-farm. Rumania, next door, was the only European
country that had enough oil to feed the mechanized armfe of a
gfeat Power set on achieving European supremacy either by the
use of her armed might or through the fear of it.
I had watched Austria fall and Czecho-Slovakia in subjugation
and had seen the process beginning in Hungary, and now I con-
templated, with thoughts of the past and the future in my mind,
this blood-coloured glow that suffused the Rumanian countryside.
Burning oil. I have heard of a man, a technical expert, who
was once employed to extinguish a burning oil well. For two years,
I think, he fought that blazing and roaring monster. He lost
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